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On a cur i,~us Pre, perty of vzdgar Fractions. 385 ig true, but known in France by the name of Pylones, and which the Greeks also called Propylece. There are here also two truncated pyrmnids 66 feet high, which contain between them the principal gate and grand entrance. This gate leads into a spacmus court surrounded by galleries, fi~rmed on one side by eight columns, on the other by pilasters, on which are affixed as caryatides~ but without bearing any tiring, some eolossal statues of Osiris. The a'apeet of the whole inspires, according to the report of eye-witnesses, a sentiment of ineffi~ble veneration.
Opposite to the principal entrance rises a second pylone of a smaller size. It leads into a second peristyl% also formed of caryatides, pilasters, and eohunns. If all the possible vulgar fractions of different values, whose greatezt denominator (when in their lowest terms) does not exceed any given number, be arranged in the order of their values, or quotients; then if both the numerator and the denominator of any fraction therein~ be added to the numerator andthe denominator, respectively, of the fraction next but one to it (on either side), the sums will give the fraction next to it ; although, perhaps~ not in its lowest terms.
For example, if 5 be the greatest denominator given; then are all 't7, No. 217. illay 1816 Trlr~ circumstances which were thought to render expedient the suspension of the publication of the ordnanee maps being now removed, the publication of them is resumed, and they may be obtained, as formerly, at the Drawing-Room in the Tower~ or of Mr. Faden, Charing-Cross. As the suspension was only intended to be temporary, not merely the operations of the Trigonometrical Survey, but those of the mapping and engraving, have been regularly carried on during that period, under the superintendanee of Colonel Mudge ; so that several county maps will be ready for delivery almost immediately. The maps of Cornwall, Devonshire, Dorsetshire, Hampshire, (including tile Isle of Wight,) Sussex, and that part of the county of Kent which squares-in on the Sussex side with the general work, will be published in a very few weeks: and a separate map of the Isle of Wight is now on sale. The maps of all the contiguous counties north of these are in the hands of the engravers; and that of the whole county of Kent is re-engraving, and in a state of forwardness. When the several plots and portions now planning by the surveyors are finished, at least three-fifths of England and Wales will be ready to be placed successively in. the hands of the engravers ; and the work will be carried on with all possible expedition cov.sistent with accuracy. The~ maps are on scale of an inch to a mile, a scale that admits of an attention to minutia: which must of necessity be disregarded in maps of smaller
